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INTRODUCTION:   

It was April 15, 1991 – an important day when a revolutionary step was taken by Ms. 

Shamim Bilgrami. This was the setting up of a school in Nusrat Bhutto colony, an under-

privileged area near T-Block of North Nazimabad in Karachi. This was, in fact, the 

transformation of Ms. Bilgrami’s dream, the dream of spreading the light of education. She 

had gathered and inspired six small children of the community, spreading a rug and asking 

them to sit. A small black board was placed along the wall and the business of teaching 

commenced with great enthusiasm. Maan Jee thanks God for fulfilling all her dreams and 

desires. She says she owes a great debt to the Almighty and wishes to pay it back by 

illuminating the lives of the poor people by giving them access to education. In Maan Jee’s 

opinion, it is the backing and encouragement given to the privileged class that is leading our 

nation to backwardness. “If we dream of a bright future and of earning respect among 

nations,” she says, “we must educate our children through a uniform educational system. All 

the children must be given common opportunities, education must be compulsory for all 

and provided by learned and devoted teachers. In addition, educational institutions must 

have a congenial environment, a purposeful curriculum and must offer a variety of co-

curricular activities.”   

“After all, what is our purpose?” she asks and answers the questions by saying that what we 

seek to ingrain our children is endurance, a sense of responsibility, love for the country and 

humanity, and a will to do something great.   

 

 

VISION AND MISSION: 

The objectives of Maan Jee School are:  

• To provide education that “fosters an open mind, teaches respect and tolerance for 

diversity and develops a sense of civic responsibility”.  

• To provide employment opportunities to young girls from the communities, who are 

educated to the Intermediate or Bachelor level, by training them to become 

teachers.  

• To use these schools as “civic centers” by organizing monthly meetings of the 

mothers of the students to discuss community and personal issues.  
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Association With Sindh Education Foundation 

The Maan Jee secondary school is linked with the Sindh Education Foundation, 

which helps support education. This connection means the school may receive 

assistance, resources, or guidance from the foundation to improve educational 

opportunities for students. 

 

Objectives of Sindh Education Foundation. 

 

• Conceptualize and spearhead projects for the establishment of 

educational institutions especially in less developed or less privileged 

areas 

• Evolve programs for raising the standard of education (quality) and 

improvement in literacy rate (access) 

• Conduct research or surveys or hold workshops, conferences and 

symposia to study the educational system to identify its shortcomings 

and make suggestions for its improvement 

• Provide financial help or grants to various NGOs and other educational 

agencies 

 

Commencement of new session:  

As Per the Sindh Educational Department, the new academic year started from 

August 1, 2023.The commencement of a new school session marks the 

beginning of a journey filled with promise, growth, and educational 

exploration. The Teachers planned fun activities, Lessons and others things to 

create a positive learning Environment in school. 
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INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION: 

It is one of most important National Festival. Independence Day was celebrated 

in school premises. Teacher organized Independence Day Event and students 

participated in it .Special prayers are offered for the prosperity and well-being 

of the country. It's a day of reflection, gratitude, and celebration, bringing 

communities together to honor Pakistan's history and envision a brighter 

future. 

 

 

 

FRUIT DAY ACTIVITY:  

 

The main objective of the fruit day activity is to create awareness among 

children about the importance of consumption of fruits in regular diets. The 

students celebrated fruit day with immense zeal by singing the fruit rhymes 

with great zest, enthusiasm and vigor, enjoying the moments of  delight and 

happiness in the company of their mates and Teachers, this activity has four 

main goals.  
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1. Eat more fruits.   

2. Eat less fast foods and fatty foods.  

3. Be active every day.  

4. Have nutritious diet.  

 

These goals are promoted through standardized interactive lessons. The 

program also works with school’s policy to promote healthier school nutrition 

environment, provide more opportunities to be physically active throughout 

the school day. 

 

Defense Day ( 6 September) 

Defense Day is a special day when people in a country celebrate and honor the 

bravery of their military forces. On this day, event is held in Maan jee 

secondary school to remember the sacrifices made by soldiers to protect the 

nation. Student’s show their gratitude by doing patriotic activities. It’s a day to 

reflect on the importance of national defense and to pay tribute to the heroes 

who defend the homeland. 
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Quaid e Azam Death anniversary (11 September) 

In the school, the Qaida-e-Azam death anniversary is remembered and 

celebrated to honor the great leader, Muhammad Ali Jinnah. Students and 

teachers may organize special assemblies, share speeches, and participate in 

activities that highlight his life and contributions. This event helps instill a sense 

of patriotism and respect for the founding father of Pakistan among the 

students. 
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Parents Teacher’s  Meeting  

The Parent-Teacher Meeting (PTM) held at our school was a pivotal event that 

bridged the gap between educators and parents, fostering a symbiotic 

relationship crucial for a student's academic and personal development. 

Teachers shared valuable feedback on students’ strengths and areas for 

improvement, enabling parents to actively contribute to their child’s 

educational journey. Overall, the School PTM proved to be a valuable occasion 

for constructive dialogue, fostering a positive and collaborative educational 

community 

August PTM 

 

 

September PTM 
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October PTM 

 

 

Teacher’s  Day celebration 

Teacher’s Day is a special occasion dedicated to expressing gratitude and 

appreciation for teachers. On this day, students celebrated their teachers’ hard 

work and dedication by organizing various activities. They presented cards to 

their teachers as tokens of appreciation. It’s The warmth and respect shown on 

Teacher’s Day make it a memorable and heartfelt celebration for both 

educators and students alike. 
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CEO Meeting with staff: 

Sir Malik (CEO) conducted the meeting with the school staff. The transparent 

communication about achievements, challenges, and future goals fostered a 

stronger connection between leadership and staff. The CEO's presence not only 

provided guidance but also served as a source of inspiration for the dedicated 

educators and support staff. With a shared vision and a renewed sense of 

purpose, the school is poised for continued success under the thoughtful 

leadership of the CEO and the collaborative efforts of the entire staff. 

 

SEF Monitoring Team visit: 

In October, a monitoring team visited our school. They observed our 

classrooms, talked to teachers, and saw how we study. The SEF Monitoring 

Team checked Student’s profile, Teacher’s profile, Attendance registers of 

Teachers and Students, Salary Register, Expense receipt, Lesson planner, report 

cards and monthly result sheets etc. It’s important because it helps the school 

become even better. 
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Death anniversary of Laiquat Ali Khan : 

16 October Shaheede Millat, remembering Laiqat Ali Khan in a special way. We 

had a gathering where teachers and students talked about his life and the 

important things he did for our country. There were speeches and Presentation 

in School Assembly which is done by students. 

 

 

 

Other Curricular activities: 

 In school, students participate in various curricular activities during classes. 

These activities go beyond regular lessons and aim to enrich the learning 

experience. Examples include group discussions, hands-on experiments, and 

interactive projects. These activities help students understand concepts better 

and make learning more enjoyable. They also promote teamwork and critical 

thinking, essential skills for a well-rounded education. 
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Science Activity  

 

 

 

 

Cardinal number Activity  
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Math’s Activity  

 


